Amble Hanging Seat Installation Instructions
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This product will hold a maximum weight of 100kg, however it must be hung from a suitable beam
or joist capable of supporting at least 100kg plus the weight of Amble Hanging Seat (110.1kg).
1.

Identify if there are any hidden pipes or electrical cables in the ceiling to avoid causing damage
or risk of electrical shock during installation. Drill a pilot hole and screw in the provided eyelet
hook so that none of the thread is visible, ensuring maximum hold strength (A). The joist must
be capable of supporting the weight of the Amble Hanging Seat when in use (110.1+kg).

2.

Attach the provided carabiner (B) to the eyelet hook.

3.

We have already tied the ends of the rope into a suitable knot creating a double loop to hang
from the eye hook (C). You may need to adjust the drop height so that the seat is at the right
height for your space. To do this, simply undo the knot and re-tie it in the same way. (Double
up both lengths of rope and then tie a figure 8 knot (D) connecting the two lengths of rope
together). This should be tied at a height that when hung from the carabiner, the bottom of the
Amble Hanging Seat is at approximately 40cm off the ground.

4.

Cut both ends of the excess rope leaving approximately 15cm after the knot to allow for the
knot to tighten as the seat is used.

*** The Amble Hanging Seat is suitable for indoor and outdoor use, however we would always recommend that it
is not exposed to the elements for prolonged periods of time and that it is brought inside during spells of harsh
weather. Any standing water should be dried with a towel to minimise the risk of water staining. To clean the
Amble Hanging Seat, use a gentle cleaning solution of soap or mild detergent dissolved in water and a clean cloth
to spot-treat the affected area. Thoroughly dry using a towel. The seat should be re-oiled anually using exterior oil,
such as clear decking oil.***

For more information on the installation of your product:

contact@tomraffield.com

+44 (0)1326 722725

